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discover the ecological importance  of tree 
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• Exchange of resources
• Long living (9550 & 80,000 
yrs)
Photo J Zapell - http://www.fs.usda.gov/
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tree networks 
via root connections
direct
clonal growth
grafting
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mycorrhiza 
Already 150! species listed  in 1966
• Support of resources
• Parasitism
• Better anchorage
• .. 
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Question
Ecological importance of root grafting for individuals, and on stand level?
Challenges
• measurements of resource exchange only “bi-treeal”
• roots not (easily) accessible
Except mangroves:
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• Root grafting 
(Avicennia 
germinans)
Possible 
explanation of root 
grafting
• Randomness
• Water sharing
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Study site – La Mancha Lagoon, Veracruz, Mexico
Vovides et al. 2014
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Vovides et al. 2016
Network detection via echosounder
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La Mancha A. germinans networks
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Root graft data represented as network
Network >> Sampling plot
Node >> Tree
Edge >> Link between root grafted 
trees
Component >> Group of linked trees
All networks are undirected & unweighted
# Nodes 27
# Links 15
# Groups   4
Edge density 0.043
Connectance 0.563
Mean distance 1.78
Mean diameter 3.25
% RG trees 66.7 %
# RG trees · ha-1 200
# Groups · ha-1 44.4
rc
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Network data from La Mancha
Salinity < 45 ppt Salinity > 45 ppt
• 75% of grafted trees 
linked to closest 
neighbour
• linear structure 
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Further patterns observed in La Mancha ..
• spatial distribution
• #grafts ~ density
• #grafts = f(salinity, tree size …)
• ..
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Networks of
La Mancha
randomness or 
process?
NULL model
Input: La Mancha data 
• (x, y)
Random grafting
• each tree to one of 
its nearest 
neighbour
• Random selection 
• Probability according 
to field observations
??
Life processes of trees considered
1. Recruitment
2. Growth
3. Competition
4. Mortality
5. Grafting & Exchange of resources
AZOI forest  model
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Null model
Salinity < 45 ppt Salinity > 45 ppt
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AZOI model description
Purpose 
• Does combination of local competition and networking 
can explain network structure?
• Are networks (resistance against stress, optimal 
topology = f(spatio-temporal stress dynamics ) 
ecologically important?
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Entity State Variables Description
Plants Bmax Maximum biomass
  B Current biomass 
  x,y coordinates of stem position
  Pnetw Probability to graft with neighbour
  radius Radius of the Zone Of Influence (size)
Patches r resource availability
  owners IDs of trees claiming this patch
Scales
Space: 100 m x 100 m = 1 ha
Time step: 1 year    
Timemax: 1000 years
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Setup
Assignment of resources to each tree
Grafting
Exchange of resources between grafted trees
Growth = f(size, available resources)
Mortality
Recruitment
Competition for resources
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Zone of Influence (ZOI, Weiner et al. 2001!)
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simulation results AZOI model
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Direct comparison of La Mancha data with both models
La Mancha Random
(NULL model)
“Cooperation”
(AZOI)
group sizes of the networks
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Direct comparison of La Mancha data with both models
Salinity > 45 pptSalinity < 45 ppt
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AZOI model: 3 different submodels to exchange of resources:
submodel explanation
random Resources flow between grafted trees in random direction.
big2small Resources flow from bigger to smaller tree.
fast2slow Resources flow from faster growing tree to the slower 
growing.
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No conclusion yet … 
Sub-
model
% 
grafted 
trees
Grafts 
per ha
Groups 
per ha
Mean 
group 
size
Max 
group 
size
Mean 
group 
radius linearity
Edge 
density
big2smal
l 56.8 286.7 91.9 3.1 11.8 2.0 1.06 0.003
fast2slo
w 57.65 291.1 92.2 3.2 11.1 2.0 1.06 0.003
random 53.15 268.1 88.3 3.0 10.1 2.0 1.05 0.003
LM, 
<= 45 
ppt 55.8 203.7 55.6 3.8 6.3 3.7 1.04 0.031
LM, 
>  45 
ppt 61.7 352.8 108.4 3.5 7.2 2.4 1.04 0.020
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Direct 
sampling for 
parameter 
optimization: 
# 411600
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Model version 1
Data points within the target (mean +- 
2*sd)
Density 324: 4.93 %
Density 702: 5.93 %
Competition = F; Cooperation = 
F
MeanPnetw, SDPnetw, grperCrit, 
MortNoCompet
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Model version 3
Data points within the target (mean +- 2*sd)
Density 324: 0.75 %
Density 702: 0.14 %
Competition = T; Cooperation = 
T; Random Benefits = On
MeanPnetw, SDPnetw, grperCrit, 
Mn, cost
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https://mangroverootnetworks.info/
Feeding back into empirical studies:
funded by Volkswagen 
Foundation Germany
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Conclusion
Specific
• Positive effect of root grafting for single trees known but not its ecological importance for 
stands 
• Our empirical studies specify networks but not the mechanisms of resource exchange
• Simulation models used to test whether networks are just random
• Agent-based model used 
- to develop hypotheses about the direction of resource exchange
- to derive sap-flow measurements in the field  
In general
• Case study shows (first) cycle of field studies – simulation experiments – field studies
• The use of the established ZOI approach reduces modelling effort and enables focus on one 
mechanism (resource exchange _ networking): build on existing theory == develop new 
theory
• ZOI will not be sufficient: first principles do not only produce but require mechanistic 
understanding 
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